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The Oxford Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 2006-10-12 this dictionary is part of the oxford
reference collection using sustainable print on demand technology to make the acclaimed backlist
of the oxford reference programme perennially available in hardback format what is a ham and
egger what are anglo saxon attitudes who or what is liable to jump the shark who first tried to
nail jelly to the wall the answers to these and many more questions are in this fascinating book
here in one volume you can track down the stories behind the names and sayings you meet whether
in classic literature or today s news drawing on oxford s unrivalled bank of reference and
language online resources this dictionary covers classical and other mythologies history religion
folk customs superstitions science and technology philosophy and popular culture extensive cross
referencing makes it easy to trace specific information while every page points to further paths
to explore a fascinating slice of cultural history and a browser s delight from start to finish
what is the fog of war who first wanted to spend more time with one s family when was the
dreamtime how long since the first cry of women and children first where might you find dark
matter would you want the midas touch should you worry about grey goo
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 2018-10-14 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality
reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
A Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1896 ever wonder where expressions such as mind your p s and q s
chip on his shoulder living high on the hog or the whole nine yards exactly mean this dictionary
of phrases will help you stop wondering this dictionary is a collection of expressions that are
currently in use after going through the book you would know that phrases add to liveliness in
conversations what is a phrase in the first place a phrase is a sequence of two or more words
that form a meaningful combination in a sentence and is preceded and followed by pauses of course
we also use the word phrase to refer to a short group of words that have a particular meaning
when they are used together such as rain cats and dogs play for time or a square meal this type
of phrase is often referred to as an idiom how are phrases useful they are handy when stuck for
an alternative turn of phrase that you haven t already used this dictionary of phrases unblocks
you with ideas to choose from suppose you are writing about air you might look for phrases on air
who would benefit reading this dictionary school and college students besides many journalists
copywriters and songwriters will find it an invaluable resource when looking for that elusive
turn of phrase speakers and writers can polish their works to make presentation livelier
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1898 discover the fascinating stories behind hundreds of commonly
used words and phrases
CONCISE DICTIONARY OF PHRASES (POCKET SIZE) 2015-01-09 this is a reproduction of a book published
before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by
the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation
of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
Common Phrases and where They Come from 2002 brewer s dictionary of phrase and fable provides the
derivation source or origin of common phrases allusions and words that have a tale to tell
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Giving the Derivation, Source, Or Origin of Common Phrases,
Allusions, and Words That Have a Tale to Tell. to Which Is Added a Concise Bibliography of
English Literature 2014-02 building on a substantial earlier literature the chapters in this
volume further advance knowledge and understanding of properties of the noun phrase in english
the empirical material for the papers includes both historical and present day data with the two
often shedding light on each other in a process of mutual illumination the topics addressed are
the structure of nounless nps like the poor and the obvious the article zero alternation in
expressions like go to the church developments in the early history of adjective stacking the
semantics of n clause units in present day english the history of n be clause constructions and
the decline of two anaphoric nps in early modern english the volume will appeal to scholars
working in this area and will also help those interested in the general field of english grammar
to keep abreast of recent methods and results in np related work
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1995 for over a hundred years brewer s dictionary of
phrase and fable has been one of the best known and best loved works of reference in the english
language but the book has not stood still for a hundred years although it is solidly based on the
prodigious learning of ebenezer cobham brewer who first compiled it in 1870 this useful volume
has always kept up with the times and with english as a world wide language each revision has
seen the judicious addition of new phrases to brewer s firm foundation the ephemeral has always
been avoided but every phrase that has stood the test of time and become established in general
use is included with both explanation and source the present revised edition has about 300 new
entries while many of those already existing have been expanded and modified with the aim of
increasing their interest and informativeness new developments in scholarship have also been
noted and have been treated with the familiar disarming quirkiness with suggestions coming to the
author from correspondents all over the world more of those special oddities have been included
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 2000 the confluence between music and literature long hymned as
sister arts is a newly burgeoning field of critical inquiry this innovative collection of
interdisciplinary essays provides a valuable introduction to the field mapping the contours of
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recent research and investigating the mutual aesthetic influence of the two arts and their common
historical ground the examination of literary works using music as an analogy for literary
composition and agent of cultural value and the consideration of musical works whose structure is
derived from literary models will excite the interest of both professional scholars and students
in the fields of musicology literary studies and modern european languages legenda 2006 delia da
sousa correa is lecturer in literature at the open university she is the author of george eliot
music and victorian culture 2002 and editor of
The Noun Phrase in English 2018-06-18 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1981 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
Phrase and Subject 2017-07-05 provides the meanings and origins of over twenty thousand terms in
religion magic philosophy literature etc
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Giving the Derivation, Source, Or Origin of Common Phrases,
Allusions, and Words That Have a Tale to Tell. To Which is Added a Concise Bibliography of
English Literature; Volume 2 2022-10-27 an abridged edition of a reference work originally
compiled in 1870 this dictionary contains over 15 000 entries giving the meanings and origins of
words phrases and proper names in addition it includes listings of cries of animals dwarfs and
giants in myth and history and patron saints
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, Giving the Derivation, Source, Or Origin of Common Phrases,
Allusions, and Words That Have a Tale to Tell. To Which is 2022-10-26 keine ausführliche
beschreibung für prepositional phrases and prepositional verbs verfügbar
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1954 over 15 000 entries give the meaning and origin of
words phrases and proper names from auld lang syne to zip code this concise edition also gives
information about figures in myth and history from abdalla and alberick to zephyr and zuleika and
has tables of dwarfs giants and saints
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1988 what is a ham and egger what are anglo saxon
attitudes who or what is liable to jump the shark who first tried to nail jelly to the wall the
answers to these and many more questions are in this fascinating book here in one volume you can
track down the stories behind the names and sayings you meet whether in classic literature or
today s news drawing on oxford s unrivalled bank of reference and language online resources
thisdictionary covers classical and other mythologies history religion folk customs superstitions
science and technology philosophy and popular culture extensive cross referencing makes it easy
to trace specific information while every page points to further paths to explore a
fascinatingslice of cultural history and a browser s delight from start to finish what is the fog
of war who first wanted to spend more time with one s family when was the dreamtime how long
since the first cry of women and children first where might you find dark matter would you want
the midas touch should you worry about grey goo
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1909 this guide explores the meanings of words names and phrases
which are used in literature and popular culture but which come from many sources such as books
films the bible shakespeare television and the theatre it also contains information on classical
mythology acronyms and pseudonyms
A Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1920 this book explores licensing theory and its implications
for a theory of syntax it brings together a series of new papers which focus on developing a
constrained set of licensing mechanisms relating elements in a syntactic representation and on
the different properties of lexical and functional heads as licenses of complements and
specifiers directed toward an audience of syntacticians and those interested in the applications
of syntactic theory it demonstrates the expanding explanatory parts of this approach to syntax
key features principles of phrase structure focusing on x bar theory and category projection
licensing of syntactic elements including adjuncts properties of functional and lexical
categories thematic relations and argument structure
Brewer's Concise Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1992 provides more than 20 000 definitions of
typical phrases and words and explains their historical origins
Prepositional Phrases and Prepositional Verbs 1977 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
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thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1995 this collection will appeal to everyone who has ever
wondered about the origin of phrases like all part of life s rich pattern and long time no see it
covers a wide range of catch phrases in current use in all parts of the english speaking world
most entries are drawn from the second edition of eric partridge s dictionary of catch phrases
second edition edited by paul beale but have been completely rewritten in the light of recent
research and there are many additions catch phrases include close your eyes and think of england
have i got news for you refreshes the parts that other cannot reach some mothers do ave em you
are awful but i like you
Brewer's Concise Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1995 a lot of digital ink has been spilled on big
data over the past few years most of this surge owes its origin to the various types of
unstructured data in the wild among which the proliferation of text heavy data is particularly
overwhelming attributed to the daily use of web documents business reviews news social posts etc
by so many people worldwide a core challenge presents itself how can one efficiently and
effectively turn massive unstructured text into structured representation so as to further lay
the foundation for many other downstream text mining applications in this book we investigated
one promising paradigm for representing unstructured text that is through automatically
identifying high quality phrases from innumerable documents in contrast to a list of frequent n
grams without proper filtering users are often more interested in results based on variable
length phrases with certain semantics such as scientific concepts organizations slogans and so on
we propose new principles and powerful methodologies to achieve this goal from the scenario where
a user can provide meaningful guidance to a fully automated setting through distant learning this
book also introduces applications enabled by the mined phrases and points out some promising
research directions
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1986 the main topic of this volume is the phrase
structural analysis of noun phrases and sentences this analysis is based on recent ideas within
the government and binding framework and makes crucial use of such modules as theta assignment
binding theory case assignment as well as different definitions of the notion barrier the ten
papers deal with certain aspects of english and german noun phrases
Oxford Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 2006 this book looks at the relationship between syntax and
semantics bringing together two seemingly unrelated hypotheses that verbs do not require
arguments and that specifiers are not required by the grammar the analysis has consequences for
the theory of locality agreement serial verbs and multidominance structures
The Science and Art of Phrase-making 1902 one of the recurrent questions in historical
linguistics is to what extent languages can borrow grammar from other languages it seems for
instance hardly likely that each average european language developed a definite article all by
itself without any influence from neighbouring languages it is on the other hand by no means
clear what exactly was borrowed since the way in which definiteness is expressed differs greatly
among the various germanic and romance languages and dialects one of the main aims of this volume
is to shed some light on the question of what is similar and what is different in the structure
of the noun phrase of the various romance and germanic languages and dialects and what causes
this similarity or difference
Bloomsbury Dictionary of Phrase & Allusion 1991 this portuguese phrase book contains useful
phrases for both business and pleasure the book includes basic grammar a pronunciation guide and
additional vocabulary
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1895 this book presents the most complete exposition of the theory
of head driven phrase structure grammar hpsg introduced in the authors information based syntax
and semantics hpsg provides an integration of key ideas from the various disciplines of cognitive
science drawing on results from diverse approaches to syntactic theory situation semantics data
type theory and knowledge representation the result is a conception of grammar as a set of
declarative and order independent constraints a conception well suited to modelling human
language processing this self contained volume demonstrates the applicability of the hpsg
approach to a wide range of empirical problems including a number which have occupied center
stage within syntactic theory for well over twenty years the control of understood subjects long
distance dependencies conventionally treated in terms of wh movement and syntactic constraints on
the relationship between various kinds of pronouns and their antecedents the authors make clear
how their approach compares with and improves upon approaches undertaken in other frameworks
including in particular the government binding theory of noam chomsky
Perspectives on Phrase Structure 1991 this book is designed to enhance written and spoken english
of readers besides the book will be of immense help to almost everyone engaged in the pursuit of
knowledge schoolchildren college students parents teachers and professionals the 2 000 phrases
and sentences in this book highlight the rich tapestry of expressions in the english language
many words and phrases have intriguing meanings that may not be apparent or register at first
glance some words have contrasting meanings in different situations yet others are just the
opposite of what the word or sentence seems to suggest the book is categorised into 12 segments
that classify sentences into various types this facilitates the reader s search for the correct
sentence in specific scenarios and the book can be used as a reference guide to find the right
sentence much like a dictionary is used for words
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase & Fable 1995
DICT OF PHRASE & FABLE GIVING 2016-08-25
A Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1907
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1965
Shorter Dictionary of Catch Phrases 2003-09-02
Phrase Mining from Massive Text and Its Applications 2022-06-01
Syntactic Phrase Structure Phenomena in Noun Phrases and Sentences 1989
Phrase Structure and Argument Structure 2014-06
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The Noun Phrase in Romance and Germanic 2011
Portuguese Phrase Book 1997-02-27
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 1994-08-15
2000 English Phrases and Sentences 2003-11-25
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